
   

CS559 Fall 2006 
Written Homework 3 – Transformations 
Due 9:30am, Tuesday, October 17th. 
 
Answer all 4 questions 

 

Question 1: 

Consider this desk lamp: 

 

The lengths of the arms are 5, and the tip of the bulb is 1 unit from the joint. x,y, and 
theta 0-3 are all parameters to position the lamp. 

Write an expression that computes the position of the bulb (point B) in the coordinate 
system of the desk. Your expression should be the product of a set of Matrices T(x,y,z) 
(that translates by x,y,z) and Rx(theta) that rotates theta degrees around the x axis (or Ry 
or Rz). These matrices are post-multiply and the rotations are measured counter 
clockwise in right-handed coordinate systems. 
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Question 2: 
 
A simple 2D graphics toolkit has the following commands: 
  Translate x,y  - multiply the current matrix by a translation 
  Rotate t - multiply the current matrix by a rotation of t degrees counter clockwise 
  Scale sx,sy - multiply the current matrix by a scale 
  DrawHouse - draws the following house (note: it is not symmetric) 
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Note: the transformation commands work like those in OpenGL 
 
Here’s an example program and its output. Give a program that does the same thing, but 
has the transformation commands in reverse order (e.g. fill in the parameters): 
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3 Translate 3,0
Rotate 90
DrawHouse

Rotate _____
Translate _______
DrawHouse

 
 
 

Question 3: 
For the same language and house in Question 2, give the 3x3 matrix that transforms the 
house into each of the following pictures and give a program that makes the picture. 
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Question 4: 
 
Consider a simple graphics library that uses a post-multiply convention, and provides a 
matrix stack (similar to OpenGL). Everything is in 2D, but the system uses 3x3 matrices 
for homogeneous coordinates:  
 
IDENTITY - replaces the top of the stack with the identity matrix  
PUSH - pushes a copy of the top of the matrix stack  
TRANS(x,y) - translates by x,y  
ROT(t) - rotates counter clockwise by t degrees 
SCALE(x,y) - scales by x,y  
SQUARE - draws a unit square between (0,0) and (1,1)  
CIRCLE - draws a unit circle (center at (0,0) radius 1) 
 
Sketch what each program does (Do 3 parts – A, B, and C) 
Example 
IDENTITY 
PUSH 
SCALE(1,2) 
SQUARE 
POP 
TRANS(1,0) 
SQUARE 
TRANS(3,0) 
CIRCLE  

A) 
IDENTITY 
PUSH 
SCALE(2,2) 
TRANS(1,0) 
SQUARE 
ROT(90) 
SQUARE 
POP 
SQUARE  

 
B) 
IDENTITY 
TRANS(1,0) 
PUSH 
SCALE(2,2) 
SQUARE 
ROT(90) 
TRANS(1,0) 
SQAURE 
POP 
TRANS(2,0) 
CIRCLE  

 
C) 
IDENTITY 
SCALE(2,3) 
TRANS(1,0) 
SCALE(1/2,1/3)
CIRCLE 
IDENTITY 
CIRCLE 
TRANS(3,0) 
ROT(90) 
TRANS(0,3) 
SQUARE  
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